Commentary on the Gospel for Fri, Dec 23rd 2016
Working on a college campus is inspiring. You are surrounded by young, energetic students who are
here to learn and grow. But I have an interesting observation about these same students. I am amazed
at their uncanny ability to walk between classes with their heads down, staring at their ever-present
smartphones, a mere eight to 10 inches away.
These students seem to have developed a sort of “forward peripheral vision” that allows them to avoid
collision with like-minded students; even with both in their heads-down-walk, they each veer slightly
off course, without even looking up.
But not to just pick on the students, the next time you are at an airport waiting for your flight, take a
look at how many people have their eyes firmly affixed to their smartphones, oblivious to what is
going on around them.
The response for today’s responsorial song, Lift up your heads and see; your redemption is near at
hand, seems to prophetically address this very phenomena, even to the last words, at hand.
While it is easy to judge those who are transfixed in what I call the “eight-inch stare” and conclude,
“they need to get a life, to interact with those who are around them or to just put the darn thing in their
pocket and enjoy God’s creation and the wonderful world around them,” where do we have our heads?
What is our focus? What are we looking at? What path are we on?
This Advent season, have we been immersed in the online and print ads for the must-have Christmas
presents, or are we taking the time to look at the path the Lord has laid out for us to follow each and
every day?
Are we open to God’s constant presence around us and his desire to guide our each and every step,
mindful that “paths of the LORD are kindness and constancy toward those who keep his covenant and
his decrees?”
So just what should we do? For starters, the obvious.
We can take time to unplug ourselves from the computer and smartphone. Then, as we practice the
Daily Examen, reflect on God’s presence in our lives and, more specifically, the path we are walking
and where we are headed. Realize that God’s presence with you is not just at Mass or while you are
reading this reflection, but with each and every step we take on our journey called life. We can be
grateful for the gifts which we have received and will receive today, be it the kind word from a
co-worker or friend, or the love we receive from members of our family. Thank God for His steady,
guiding hand as we walk our chosen path.
Our Advent season is about to end and the wait for the Christ child will soon be over, but that does not
mean that we should stop finding time to quietly and humbly serve those in need, or neglect to always
seek justice. To the contrary, the celebration of His birth should focus us and cause us to recommit our
efforts to follow the path God has set before us and wants us to follow, each and every day.

Maybe all we need to do is lift up our heads.
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